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Why 5G?
5G technology gives businesses access to lightning-fast data transfer speeds and improved network reliability. The most  
widely known benefits of 5G are its connection speed, active response reaction times, and content transfer options, which are 
significantly faster than what the 4G network currently offers.

Additionally, with 5G connections, devices will receive massive amounts of new data. This new data can help businesses  
better understand infrastructure needs and consumer patterns and provide improved and secure connections between a 
company’s network, infrastructure, and stored data.                      
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About

Verizon was the first to launch 
the 5G network. Utilizing MM 

Wave technology, Verizon 
offers the fastest 5G spectrum 

available. The most recent 
major development to this 
network was the addition  

of nationwide 5G.

With the largest 5G network 
in the country T-Mobile has 
expanded their nationwide  
sub6 network to now cover  

over 80% of Americans.  
In just a couple years, they’re 

expected to be at 99% 
nationwide coverage. 

With AT&T Dynamic Traffic 
Management, customers have 

the benefit of having a  
specific amount of their data 

traffic prioritized on the 
 AT&T LTE/ 5G Evolution 

network at no  
additional charge.
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What’s Offered

Base 5G Cellular Data

Multi-Edge Computing

Ultra-Wideband in 
Select Cities

Base 5G Cellular Data

Multi-Edge Computing  
coming soon

Largest 5G Coverage in the US

Ultra-Wideband in 
Select Cities

5G Dedicated devices

Map Coverage See 5G Map See 5G Map See 5G Map 
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Why SYNNEX for 5G?
Our Mobility Activations Program makes it possible for you to earn referral bonuses when 
you activate devices on our carriers’ 5G/4G LTE networks. Getting started is simple. 

Get Started 
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